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A bonus for visual comfort 

 

 
 

With visolux+ Eschenbach Optik is launching a high quality magnifier onto 

the market which combines brilliant optical performance and the renowned 

Eschenbach quality with a compact, functional design and exceptional ease 

of operation.  

 

visolux+ is the reading and low vision aid for viewing old photographs, stamp 

collections and the smallest of details. With 3x magnification and an incredibly 

large visual field, visolux+ provides optimum visual comfort every time. A double 

lens "Made in Germany" and perfect illumination of the viewing surface by means 

of two bright LEDs, guarantee optimum image quality. The magnifier is equipped 

with an orange filter, which can be activated as required by the user and this 

provides a choice of two different light colours. The ceratec® hard coating 

provides maximum protection of the magnifier from scratches.  

 

During the development work, it was important for the designers to not only 

achieve attractive aesthetics and a contemporary, compact design, but also to 

ensure optimum ease of use. visolux+ therefore not only features an attractive 

and ergonomic housing, but also a practical, tilted lens which provides a sharp 
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image even when viewing at an angle.  And don't worry if you forget to switch off 

the light, the visolux+ is equipped with an intelligent automatic shut-off and will 

turn the light off itself after 30 minutes.  

 

In summary: 

The visolux+ high quality stand magnifier cannot fail to impress with its ideal 

combination of an incredibly large visual field, 3x magnification and optimum 

functionality - whether you're looking at photographs, reading the newspaper or 

viewing the smallest of details.  

 

 

Technical features  

 Lens size: 100 x 75 mm 

 Magnification: 3x /12 dpt 

 Even illumination due to two powerful SMD LEDs 

 The choice of two light colours which can be individually selected 

 Tilted lens for comfortable viewing  

 Double lens system with ceratec® hard coating 

 Intelligent automatic shut-off to prevent unnecessary power consumption 

 Contents: hard foam case, 3 AA batteries 1.5V 


